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Soon, the fun and games will
begin again. At the next Party
Conference, the Labour
leadership, one nervous eye
on that slender opinion poll
lead, will start humming and
hawing about council house
sales. The holier-than-thou
Left, sensing equivocation
and betrayal, will go on the
offensive. In all the hullaba
loo, no-one will ask them
selves the most obvious ques
tions. If the Tories' policy on
council house sales is so
divisive and unfair, why is it
so popular? Why are so many
people living on inner-city
council estates disenchanted
with Labour? And what has all
this to tell us about a socialist
housing policy?

Colin Ward
Pluto Press
paperback
£3.50

poverty problem', he goes on
to develop his central thesis
that mass housing program
mes, developed by an unholy
alliance of architects,
bureaucrats, property de
velopers, 'progressive' politi
cians and Ladies Bountiful,
have all been based on the
same assumption that every
body knows best except the
people being housed.

Whether we're talking about
tower blocks .or the more
recent and fashionable lowrise developments, the same
highly centralised solutions
based on the same arrogant
assumptions about what peo
ple need have repeatedly
failed.

This book is subtitled 'Let's
have housing that works!' —
and one thing's for sure, post
war mass housing provision,
now in decline, has worked
very badly. Disappointingly,
Ward doesn't provide the
blueprint for public housing
policy that was so conspi
cuously missing from the
1983 Labour manifesto, but
then he doesn't attempt that
task.

What he does do marvellous
ly well in 128 pages is scotch a
few pious half-truths and
begin to lay the theoretical
foundations for a fresh start, if
and when that should hap
pen. Beginning from the
observation 'we don't have a
housing shortage, just a

Ward demonstrates by many
examples from Britain and
abroad 'the capacity of poor

people to house themselves if
helped rather than hindered',
and to feel pride in their
homes. Far from being the
petty bourgeois individualism
sneered at by some socialists,
this sense of ownership is
crucial for a successful com
munity — quoting Proudhon
and George Woodcock, 'the
cornerstone of liberty' — and
is precisely what is inhibited
by council housing with its
anonymity, centralised con
trol and petty rules and reg
ulations.

Perhaps Ward devotes too
much space to self-build pro
jects, which are always likely
to be a minority interest, and
too little to alternative forms
of managing existing housing
provision or to other forms of
tenure, such as housing co
ops (a surprisingly recent
development in this country).
Nevertheless, his provocative
and heretical book should be
required reading for every
Housing Committee member
of every local council — and
for anyone who's concerned
about the appalling state of
our public housina.
Ken Edwards

Henri Simon

POLAND
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Poland: 1980-82
Class Struggle
and
the Crisis of Capital

Translated bv Lorraine Perlman

Black & Red
Detroit
1985

It is a paradox that 'the
anarchist tradition' nowadays
expresses revulsion of Marx
ism and yet a significant part
of the literature in circulation
among anarchists most de
finitely also falls within Marx
ist traditions.
Black & Red is more than an
anarchist publisher, its roots
stretch through a wider range
of revolutionary roots, most
of which are 'tainted' by
forms of Marxism. It is dis
tinguished by a drive to
develop understanding rather
than confirm dogma.

Henri Simon's book is exem
plary in both method and
content. Poland 1980-82 is the
third in a series of texts by
members of Echanges and
their sustained collective
effort has borne fruit. It is a
serious work, but in no way
can it be passed off as a dry
academic study — it is an
absorbing blow-by-blow
account of one of the most
stirring and heroic passages
of class struggle in recent
European history.

The text follows the rank-andfile movement from the first
wildcat strikes through the
development of Solidarity,
the independent trade union.

Henri Simon
Black and Red
paperback
£3.95

Trade:

Simon argues that for capital
to return Poland to profitable
productivity the periodic un
rest had to be damped and
regulated. It soon became
clear that though it was
unorthodox for Eastern
Europe, the more western
style 'opposition' union
would have to be accommo
dated, and integrated as a
pillar of the capitalist class in
Poland.

cies, the church and various
oppositional groups is clearly
exposed. The perspective of
the book is proletarian sup
port for the working class is
not contingent on their adher
ence to an externally formu
lated programme. Nor has the
author set out to catalogue
facts in order to short-circuit
our understanding into fore
gone general conclusions, but
seeks rather to outline the
particular features of the
world crisis as experienced in
Poland.

The interplay of international
finance, the state bureaucra-
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After the last book by Fredy
Perlman, this new effort is
something of a relief. Against
His-story, Against Leviathan
had me floundering to follow
the strands of plausibility
through the elaborate
metaphors and patches of
encyclopaedic details. The
Continuing Appeal of
Nationalism thankfully re
turns to a more familiar and
'traditional' polemic style
while continuing to develop
Perlman's theorv of the re-

Fredy Perlman
Black and Red
paperback
£1.75

lationship
and state.

between

capital

This project was initiated ten
years ago with the spoof
Manual for Revolutionary
Leaders and given impetus by
the disturbing response to
that book a large number of
requests for which seemed to
be from aspiring statebuil0617ers who took it
seriously.

Perlman sees nationalism not
as force opposed to imperial
ism, but as its internal equiva
lent for the nation-state. The
core of his thesis is derived
from the work of an early
soviet economist, Proebrazhensky, on 'primitive
accumulation'. What Marx
saw as the initial phase of
capitalist development, the
crude plunder of resources, is
rather a recurrent feature of
the capitalist process.

The system of regular and
expected profits which is pro
ne to endemic crisis as de
scribed by Marx, is sup
plemented and rejuvenated
by tne windfalls and forward
leaps provided by primitive
accumulation.

In this way genocide becomes
not an aberration, but a
prerequisite of progress, and
the slaughter of American
Indians, the gassing of Euro
pean Jews and Stalin's terror
all became part of a common

process of capital funding its
further progress.

Nationalism and racism are
the ideological products of
capitalism which oil the
wheels and define the para
sites that need to be extermin
ated to enable primitive
accumulation to take place.
National liberation offers an
escape route for the perse
cuted, an 'applied science'
which can transform them
into persecutors.
In comparison to Poland
1980-82, Perlman's book has
more in common with the
traditional anarchist ''a pla
gue on all your houses"
approach to history. National
ism is not without elegance —
it is well argued and easily
followed, however Perlman's
weakness is the strength of
the negative. As with Against
His-story, history and its ini
quities are explained but the
process lacks that extra di
mension to provide a dialecti
cal perspective that would
bring the picture more to life
— a positive side, the stores
of potential within the process
that make our struggle more
than just revenge for past
genocide.

Peter Kropotkin is the bestknown and most influential of
anarchist thinkers. He was
born in Russia in 1842 but
although he died there in 1921
most of his adult life was
spent in exile. He rejected his
aristocratic background early
on and in 1874 was jailed for
helping to run an anarchist
group. He escaped from pris
on two years later and fled
from Russia (only returning in
1917 afterthe Russian Revolu
tion had broken out). In the
West he resumed his activi
ties, writing, speaking and
organizing, and was expelled
from Switzerland in 1881 at
the instigation of the Russian
government. In 1883 he was
jailed for five years in France
on a charge of belonging to
the International Working
Mens Association. He served
three years and on release
came to Britain where he
wrote the books, often com
pilations from his earlier
anarchist journalism, that
established him as the lead
ing anarchist thinker of his
time. (He was also one of the
founders of Freedom.} He
wrote on many subjects —
science and anarchism, the

technical feasibility of an
anarchist society, a history of
the French Revolution, his
autobiography, the social im
plications of part of the theory
of evolution, and more. His
last writings, after he had
returned to Russia, include a
warning against the emerging
Communist dictatorship.

Kropotkin succeeded Bakunin
as the intellectual leader of
anarchism. He supplemented
Bakunin's denunciation of
capitalist society and call to
revolt with reasoning based
on statistics, pointing out the
practicality of an anarchist
society. Kropotkin's belief in
science was an essential ele
ment of his thought and he
tried to develop scientific
anarchism just as Marx had
tried to develop scientific
socialism. The importance of
science for Kropotkin is clear
ly evident in his best-known
book, Mutual Aid, which is an
attempt to find a basis for
anarchist morality in nature.
In fact Kropotkin went too far
and a better connection be
tween anarchism and science
was suggested by his most
perceptive anarchist critic,

Errico Malatesta, who thought
it was enough for anarchism
to be compatible with science
and not necessary for the two
to be identical. Kropotkin is
anarchism's most original
thinker but his ideas have
their limitations, particularly
concerning the imminence of
revolution and Malatesta's
criticisms are very acute.
Anarchists should be the last
people to uncritically accept
what their intellectual leaders
say, even one as prominent as
Kropotkin.

In particular there was the
period when Kropotkin made
a huge mistake. During the
First World War he forgot his
internationalist and anti
militarist ideas and instead of
opposing both sides in this
dispute over who would plun
der the Third World, he back
ed the Allies. (He thought that
a victory for the German
government would be a disas
ter for the revolutionary
cause.) The majority of
anarchists stuck to their prin
ciples and so when revolution
occurred in Russia and Kro
potkin was able to return
home, he was isolated from

his former comrades. He had
lost his immense prestige in
the anarchist movement and
when he died four years later
his funeral took place against
the background of the Com
munist suppression of all
those, including the anarch
ists, opposed to their fast
growing dictatorship.

by Colin Ward who has drop
ped Kropotkin's outdated
statistics and written new
material examining the relevancer of Kropotkin's ideas to
today. Ward's additions are
worth reading in their own
right but here is the gist of
Kropotkin's original four main
points.

Given Kropotkin's importance
to anarchist ideas it is nothing
short of scandalous that it is
only now that his major works
are being made available
again. Conquest of Bread and
Fields, Factories and Work
shops have just been re
printed after a long absence
and a new edition of Mutual
Aid, cheaper than the im
ported one currently avail
able, is planned. Hopefully it
won't be too long before all of
Kropotkin's anarchist writings
are once again available.
Brian Moseley

Against the tendency of his
contemporaries to stress the
allegedly inevitable growth of
large scale industry, Kropot
kin points to the continued
importance of small scale
industry. He says that new
agricultural techniques could
make Britain self-sufficient in
food and advocates the in
tegration of small-scale indus
try and intensive agriculture
and also an educational sys
tem that combines physical
and intellectual work. Written
the better part of a century
before the current interest in
the subject, Fields, Factories
and Workshops is an early
ecology text.

Fields, Factories and Work
shops Tomorrow
Krohotkin's original book was
published in 1899 and was
made up of articles written
earlier. This edition was made

Kropotkin's
Pamphlets

Revolutionary

This is the only collection of
Kropotkin's shorter writings

available. It includes his essay
on revolutionary government
(two contradictory ideas) and
his entry on anarchism for the
Encyclopaedia Britta'nica. Plus
Appeal to the Young, Modern
Science and Anarchism,
Anarchist Communism and
more. In Letter to the Workers
of Western Europe, dated 28
April 1919, Kropotkin asks for
efforts to stop the Allied
governments' armed attack
on Russia which he saw as
strengthening the emerging
Bolshevik dictatorship. On the
subject of the Bolshevik
dictatorship he wrote "I owe it
to you to say frankly that,
according to my view, this
effort to build a communist
republic on the basis of a
strongly centralized state
communism under the iron
law of party dictatorship is
bound to end in failure. We
are learning to know in Russia
how NOT to introduce Com
munism . . ."

Fighting the Revolution 2

Kropotkin returned to Russia
in 1917 but died four years
later aged almost eighty and
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BY

LOUISE
MICHEL
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Revolutionary
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Edited by Roger N Baldwin

MALATESTA Life & ideas
Fields, Factories and Workshops
— Tomorrow
Colin Ward
Freedom Press
paperback
£3.50
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so the most important politi
cal event of his active career
was not the Russian Revolu
tion but the Paris Commune.
He wrote extensively on the
Commune and his advocacy
of regional self-sufficiency
was connected with the idea
of a Commune able to defend
itself against outside attack.
This pamphlet includes a
major article by Kropotkin on
the Commune, plus articles
by him on other subjects and
two further pieces on the
Commune. An introduction to
the subject by Nicolas Walter
and the speech delivered by
Louise Michel when she was
on trial for her part in
Commune.
Appeal to the Young
Kropotkin's appeal to the
young (in heart and mind), to

Fighting The Revolution II
Various
Freedom Press
pamphlet
£1.20

Trade:
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Kropotkins Revolutionary
Pamphlets
M Baldwin (ed)
Dover Publications
paperback
£4.50

Appeal to the Young
P Kropotkin
KLP
pamphlet
15p

Housmans Distribution
A Distribution

Anarchist Book Service
Freedom Bookshop
Housmans Bookshop

doctors and scientists, to
lawyers and engineers, to
teachers and artists, and to
working class youth, to work
for the social revolution.
Patronizing in places but still
good. This pamphlet is in
cluded in Kropotkin's Re
volutionary Pamphlets but is
also available separately. Not
sure how stocks of this
obviously old printing are still
available.
Kropotkin
by Martin A Miller
This is the only biography of
Kropotkin in print and is also
the first to have made use of
Soviet sources as well as
Western. Miller's book covers
the whole of Kropotkin's life
and is a critical biography
rather than just a narrative
one since it includes consider
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able discussion of Kropotkin's
ideas. All of Kropotkin's
thought is dealt with but in
particular, his stand in the
First World War is gone into,
with references to his attitude
to Germany as shown in
earlier writings. There are
comprehensive notes and an
intimidating bibliography.

Mutual Aid
Social Darwinism, an applica
tion of evolutionary theory to
human society, stresses the
role of competition in society
and justifies any and every
type of inequality and oppres
sion on the grounds that
those on the receiving end
have failed in life's great
competition. Mutual Aid is
Kropotkin's answer to social
Darwinism. He stresses the
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importance of co-operation as
opposed to competition and
examines the operation of
mutual aid, as he calls it,
among both animals and
people. From primitive peo
ples through the Medieval
European city to the unions of
his time, Kropotkin gives an
alternative to the dominant,
authoritarian trend in the
debate now known as
sociobiology.

Malatesta — Life and Ideas

Errico Malatesta, 1853-1932,
was a personal friend of
Kropotkin and this selection
of Malatesta's writings in
cludes several pieces which,
either directly or indirectly,
are about Kropotkin. "Recol
lections and Criticisms of an
Old Friend" stresses Kropot

Malatesta — Life and Ideas
V Richards
Freedom Press
paperback
£3.00

Conquest of Bread
P Kropotkin
Elephant Editions
paperback
£3.60
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kin's originality as a thinker
and his influence on anarchist
thinking but says that Kropot
kin's eminence had draw
backs. People were too ready
to quote Kropotkin instead of
thinking for themselves and
Kropotkin's thought was
flawed by incorrigible optim
ism which caused him to
oversimplify. Two other,
pieces oppose the inexplic
able attitude taken by Kropot
kin and others during the First
World War and one of them is
succinctly titled "Anarchists
have Forgotten their Princi
ples".

The Conquest of Bread
This is Kropotkin's most radi
cal and innovative work. It is
devoted to the idea that
"Well-being for all is not a

dream. It is possible, realiz
able, owing to all that our
ancestors have done to in
crease our powers of produc
tion" and Kropotkin shows
that the technological poten
tial of his time, almost a
century ago, was sufficient for
the purpose. Kropotkin rejects
the division of labour advo
cated by Adam Smith and
also Karl Marx's account of
surplus value; he suggests a
view of economics starting
not with production but with
consumption and rejects the
wages system in favour of his
theory of anarchist commun
ism, of free distribution of
material goods. "No more of
such vague formulas as 'The
right to work', or 'To each the
whole result of his labour'.
What we proclaim is THE
RIGHT TO WELL-BEING:
WELL-BEING FOR ALL!"
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INTRODUCTION
ABC of Anarchism
Berkman
£1.50
Revolutionary anarchist communism aiming at
free exchange of goods in a society without
money.
Anarchism
Guerin
£2.95
Anarchist themes and practice. Has a strong
Marxist influence but still recommended.
The Anarchists
Joll
£5.95
An academic’s history that was slagged off in
the anarchist press when it first appeared.
Anarchism
Miller
£4.95
A critical study by a non-anarchist.

Anarchism
Woodcock
£3.50
A former anarchist sets out anarchist ideas
through biographies of well known anarchists,
plus some historical accounts.

Anarchism — arguments for and against
Meltzer
80p
Anarchist Reader
Woodcock
£2.95
Writings from dozens of well-known (and some
not so well-known) anarchists.

The Anarcho Quiz Book
Meltzer
£1.00
207 questions — guess how many answers?
Anarchy
Malatesta
75p
Description of anarchist society. First pub
lished in 1891.

Floodgates of Anarchy
Christie/Meltzer
£3.25
Anarchism from a social perspective.
The Political Theory of Anarchism
Carter
(hardback)£7.95
On the connection to the state, the society and
the individual.
Anarchy in Action
Ward
£2.00
What to do today rather than after’some pie in
the sky revolution. Housing, the family,
education and much more.

On Anarchism
Bakunin
£7.95
Selected writings by the founder of modern
anarchism.

BIOGRAPHIES/
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
Bakunin
Aldred

50p

Bakunin and Nechaev
Avrich
50p
A view on the paradoxical relationship between
‘the great’ anarchist and the young man who
affected him.
The Chrisue File
Christie
£4.50
Autobiography of Britain’s best known
anarchist.
Fighters for Anarchism
various
£2.00
Biographies of two life-long anarchists, Simon
Fleshin and Mollie Steimer.
Fighting the Revolution 1
£1.20
Biographies on Makhno, Durruti and Zapata.
Fighting the Revolution 2
£1.20
Biographies on Kropotkin and Michel, plus on
the Paris Commune.
Miguel Garcia’s Story
Garcia
£1.00
Miguel’s early years as an anarchist militant,
before his twenty year sentence in Franco’s
prisons.
Living my Life (two volumes)
Goldman
£6.50 each
Autobiography of the famous anarchist and
feminist.
Emma Goldman — an Intimate Life
Wexler
£5.95
Published by Virago.
Alexandra Kollontai
Porter
£5.50

White Collars and Horny Hands
Nomad
35p
The revolutionary thought of Waclaw Machajski.
Malatesta — Life and Ideas
Richards (ed.)
£3.00
Selection of articles by anarchism’s most
important theoretician.

Louise Michel
Thomas
£5.95
Biography of the anarchist who was deported
for her part in the Paris Commune.
William Morris
Scott
£5.75
A bibliography of the original writings,
translations and publications.
The Apparent Truth about the Assassination
of Gerard Lebovici
Anon
15p
Sabate — Guerilla Extraordinary
Tellez
£2.95
The life, action and death of the anarchist
guerilla.
The Black Flag
Jackson
£2.95
A look back at the case of Sacco and Vanzetti.

SPAIN
The Anarchist Collectives
Dolgoff (ed.)
£7.95
“Workers’ self-management in the Spanish
revolution, 1936-1939.”

Blood of Spain
Fraser (ed.)
£5.50
Over three hundred personal accounts from all
sides to the conflict.
Collectives in the Spanish Revolution
Leval
£4.00
How collectives worked in revolutionary Spain
before being crushed by military force.

History of the Makhnovist Movement 19181921
Arshinov
£5.50
First English translation of a firsthand account.
The Inevitable Revolution
Tolstoy
50p
Many people don’t know about the famous
novelist’s political beliefs.
The Kronstadt Uprising
Mett
£1.50
Published by Solidarity (London).
The Kronstadt Uprising of 1921
Thorneycroft
45p
The defeat of the Russian Revolution by the
Bolsheviks.
Syndicalists in the Russian revolution
Maximoff
45p
The Workers Opposition
Kollontai
An incisive critique of the
bureaucracy in Russia, 1921.

£1.50
developing

From Bolshevism to the Bureaucracy
Cardan
30p
A preface to A Kollontai’s article on ‘The
Workers Opposition in Russia’.

OTHER
COUNTRIES

Homage to Catalonia
Orwell
£1.95
The first book to expose what the Communists
did in Spain.
Lessons of the Spanish Revolution
Richards
£2.95
Examining the failure of the revolution in
Spain.
A New World in our Hearts
Meltzer
£2.40
A historical view over Spanish anarchism, with
a constructive critique.
The Spanish Revolution
Bolloten
£10.00
According to some it’s the definitive book on
the subject.

The Anarchists in London 1935-1955
Meltzer
£1.50
A personal account.
Anti-Semitism and the Beirut Pogrom
Perlman
45p
Bulgaria
anonymous
60p
The Communist terror in Bulgaria.
Ceylon: JVP Uprising of April 1971
Anon
£1

Towards a Fresh Revolution
various
75p
Revolutionary anarchist statement from the
Barcelona of 1938.

The Chinese Anarchist Movement

Vision on Fire
Goldman
£6.00
Emma Goldman’s writings on the Spanish
Revolution.
Wildcat Spain Encounters Democracy
various
£1.00
The social struggles that occurred in Spain after
Franco’s death.

RUSSIA
The Bolshevik Myth
Berkman
Wp
Diary extracts, 1920-1922.
Bolsheviks and Workers’ Control
Brinton
£2.95
A chronology and analysis of the Bolshevik
betrayal of the revolution.
The Experience of the Factory Committees in
the Russian Revolution
Anon
50p
The Guillotine at Work
Maximoff
£5.00
How the Bolsheviks seized power and de
stroyed all opposition.

China
various
£5.95
What really happened during the Cultural
Revolution.

75p

Czechoslovakia 1968
Cerny

£1.50

Dynamite
Adamic
£4.50
A century of class violence in America, 18301930.
The First Mayday
Cleyre
£2.00
Voltairine de Cieyre’s speeches on the Haymar
ket martyrs.
The Hungarian Revolution 1956
anonymous
60p
Council Communist view of the crushing of the
Hungarian Revolution.
Hungarian Workers Revolution
anonymous
45p
Anarcho-syndicalist view.
Hungary ’56
Anderson
£2.95
About the Hungarian revolt, a working class
insurrection against the bureaucratic regime.
Land and Liberty
Magon
£2.50
Anarchist influences in the Mexican Revolu
tion.
Poland 1980-82
Simon
£3.50
Class struggle and the crisis of capital.

Portugul — the Impossible Revolution?
Mailer
£4.00
The downfall of the Portuguese dictatorship
and the possibilities that presented.
Revolution in Seattle
O’Connor
£5.00
The Seattle General Strike, 1919. For the first
time in America, Labour ruled a city.
Theses on the Chinese Revolution
Brendel
50p
Vietnam: Whose Victory?
Potter

50p

The Wilhelmshaven Revolt
Icarus
£1.95
Rebellion in the German Navy, 1918-1919.
Worker/Student Action Commitees —
France, May ’68
Gregoire/Perlman
£2.50
Two participants’ report on the seizure of
workplaces and schools in France.

WOMEN
Anarchism and Feminism
Women workers and the trade unions.
Anarchism and Feminism
DAM
Women workers and trade unions.
Anarchism and Feminism
Verran

35p

35p

30p

Birth Control by Observing Natural Cycles
60p
Explains the temperature method, the mucus
and cervix methods.

Freedom, Feminism and the State
McElroy
£7.50
An anthology.
It’ll Make a Man of You
Strange
95p
Draws links between the arms race, male power
and everyday violence in society.
S.C.U.M. Manifesto
Solonas
40p
Society for Cutting Up Men. Valerie Solonas
was an auntie Tom.
Piecing it Together: Feminism and Non
violence
various
£1.50
Pornography and State Control
Verran
50p
Quiet Rumours
£1.50
Anarcha-feminist anthology with some of the
most important texts from the ’70s.
Uncivil Liberty
Heywood
£1.15
An essay to show the injustice and implicity of
ruling women without consent.
Untying the Knot
Freeman/Levine
60p
How the question of unstructured groups
surfaced in the women’s movement.

Vindication of the Rights of Women
W ollst onec raft
£2.25
Feminist writing from 1792.
Woman Suffrage
Goldman
25p
On the futility of having merely the ballot as a
goal for women.
A Woman Without a Country
Goldman
40p
Women in the Spanish Revolution
Willis
30p
A pamphlet from Solidarity.

WO
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Critique of Syndicalist Methods
Bonanno
50p
Trade unionism to anarcho-syndicalism.
Fields, Factories and Workshops Tomorrow
Kropotkin
£3.50
Just reprinted, July *85.
The Industrial Syndicalist
various
£1.75
The British syndicalist paper from 1910/11.
International Dockers’ Struggles in the
Eighties
£1 qq
The IWA Today
Longmore
50p
An account of the International Workers
Association and its sections.
IWA — Principles, Aims and Statutes
^Qp

IWW Songs
“Songs of the Workers”.
Life and Deeds of Uncle Sam
Ameringer
An American labour historiography.

75p

£1.75

LIP and the Self-management Counter
revolution
£1.30
Critique of the workers control movement at
the LIP watch factory in France in the early
’70s.
The Lordstown Struggle
20p
Weller
(and the real crisis in production.)
Mutinies: 1917-1920
Lamb
Paths to Paradise
Gorz
On the liberation from work.
The Refusal of Work
various
Trying to link ‘the traditional
movement and the new movement’.

£1.50
£3.50

70p
workers

Sabotage
£2.50
Brown
A study in industrial conflict from the 1890s
until today.
Strike Action
20p
Basic tactics and ways of organising.
Strike Breaking in Essex
Abdel-Rahim
£2.50
On the policing of the miners picket lines,
April-Sept 1984.

Trade Unionism or Socialism
Zerzan
The revolt against work.

30p

Why Work?
£3.00
Richards (ed.)
Arguments for the leisure society.
Work and Madness
£7.95
Ralph
The rise of community psychiatry.
Workers’ Autonomy
80p
On the desirability of self-management versus
unionism and party socialism.
Workers Councils: The Task
Workers Councils: The Fight
Pannekoek
50p (each)
Parts one and two of the Dutch council
communist’s major work.*
You Have No Country!
£1.50
Marcy
Workers struggle against war.

REVOLUTIONARY
STRUGGLE
Armed Struggle in Italy
Dubh
x
£1.20
A chronology.
Don’t Mark his Face
By the prisoners themselves
60p
Hull prison riot 1976.
The German Guerilla
various
£2.00
Urban guerillas in Germany in the ’70s.
Information Sheets on the Prevention of
Terrorism Act
95p
“What is illegal under the PTA”; “Exclusion”
etc.
Know your rights!
95p
“Arrest”; “Search in street and police station”;
“Legal aid” etc.
Like a Summer with a Thousand Julys
anonymous
£1.00
“The summer riots of ’81 were the foretaste of
the future for us. One day sooner or later the
roof is going to blow off the UK.”
On Terrorism and the State
Sanguinetti
£3.00
The (mainly) Italian experience that terrorism
is always counter-revolutionary.
Terror or Love?
Baumann
£2.50
Autobiography of the German urban guerilla
who has now renounced terrorism.
Towards a Citizens’ Militia
anonymous
£1.50
Anarchist alternatives to NATO and the
Warsaw Pact.

We want to riot, not to work
anonymous
£1.00
The 1981 Brixton uprisings by participants.

SITUATIONIST
THEORY
Animals
Spectacular Times
One in the pocketbook series.

The Bad Days Will End
Spectacular Times
One in the pocketbook series.

45p

45p

The Book of Pleasures
Vaneigem
£3.95
Postscript to Revolution of Everyday Life. The
essential has been said. The point is how to do
it!
Buffo!
anonymous
. £1.00
Amazing tales of political pranks and anarchic
buffoonery.
Bureau of Public Secrets
Knabb
95p
Five short essays on the Situationist Internatio
nal and the American reaction to it.

Cities of Illusion
Spectacular Times
One in the pocketbook series.

45p

Contributions to the Revolutionary Struggle
Ratgeb
95p
Optimism in danger of falling into the pit of
workerism.
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Enrages
anon
25p
A petty colonisation of seraph of thpory,

presently to be superceded by critical actuity
and affective behaviour. Watch Out!

On the Poverty of Berkeley Life
Shutes
£2.50
(and the marginal Stratumn of American
Society in General.)
The Poverty of Student Life
75p
Ten days Mthat shook the University of
Strasbourg, France 1966.
Preface to the 4th Italian Edition of Society of
Spectacle
Debord
60p

various
95p
Lots of interesting ecological facts.
Making Nonviolent Revolution
Clark
75p
“. . . people acting in their own situations to
take control of their own lives ...”
Nonviolent Action
Carter/Hoggett/Roberts
45p
A selected bibliography.
No Bunkers Here
Simpson
£1
The first successful action to close down a civil
defence establishment.

Revolution of Everyday Life
Vaneigem
£3.60
A sensuous wide-ranging treatise on how to
live.

Prerequisite of Peace
Read
45p
Before accepting a knighthood Sir ’Erbert was
an anarchist.

Siiuationist international Anthology
Knabb (cd)
£7.50
Wide range of articles translated from Interna
tionale Situationiste.
Skeleton Keyes
Spectacular Times
50p
One in the pocketbook series.

Preparing for Non-Violent Direct Action
various
£1.50
So who cut the fence at Tornes^then?
Protest Without Illusions
Richards
£1.95
Looking at the anti-nuclear movement in its
wider context.
RAF Burghfield
various
50p
A nuclear weapons factory as seen by the
Burghfield Peace Camp.
Uprooting War
Martin
£4.00
A handbook for anti-militarists with very large
hands.
Wildlife and the Atom
Veal
50p
The effects of nuclear energy and bombs on
wild-life.

Society of the Spectacle
Debord
£3.30
The Situationist International’s equivalent of
Marx’s Capital.
Two Local Chapters in the Spectacle of
Decomposition
Shutes
£1.25
The Veritable Split in the International
anon
£2.50
Documents from the break-up of the Siiuation
ist International.

PEACE INDIVIDUALISM
AND Authority and the Individual
£2.95
ENVIRONMENT Russell
At Least Cruise is Clean
Lynchcombe
£1.20
The local business interests behind the arrival
of Cruise missiles at Newbury.
Cured to Death
Melvi lie/J ohrison
£2.50
The effects of prescription drugs. An anarchist
health warning.
Direct Action
Carter
60p
The purpose of this pamphlet is to examine
nonviolent methods of opposing wars, tyranny
and other forms of oppression.
The Ecology of Freedom
Bookchin
£6.95
Rediscovering anarchism’s importance for
ecologists.
From Protest to Resistance
various
£1.25
The direct action movement against nuclear
weapons.
How Britain Was Sold
Thomas/Lowe
£1.20
Why the US bases came to Britain.
How Effective arc Peace Movements?
Overy
£1.95
Judging by the continued existence of wars . . .

Ill-health, Poverty and the State
Hewetson
50p
“The achievement of full health demands a
radical change in our economic system.”
The Little Green Book

The 1949 series of BBC Reith lectures. Some
telling points against the state.

The Ego and its Own
Stirner
£4.50
Latest edition of the seminal anarchist classic in
Byington’s venerable translation, with a lucid
introduction by S E Parker.
The False Principle of our Education
Stirner
£1.35
A preview in part of The Ego and it’s Own by
the same author.
Max Stimer’s egoism
Clark
£1.50
Stirner’s thought analyzed by an American
professor of philosophy.
Men against the State
Martin
£4.50
Short biographies of American individualist
anarchists, including Josiah Warren and
Benjamin Tucker.

Philosophy df Egoism
Walker
£1.45
By the writer of the introduction to the first
English edition of Stirner. Imitates Stirner’s
writing style.
Selected essays
Labradie
£1.35
Occasional work by the anarchist automobile
designer.
Slaves to Duty
Badcock
£1.35
“Max Stirner himself does not expound . . .
Egoism in bolder fashion.” (Benjamin Tucker)

MARXISM

Assembly Line
Traven

Anarchism and Anarcho-Syndicalism
Engels/Lenin/Marx
£1.95
Selected writings from the three most promin
ent Marxists. Marx’s and Engels’ view of the
First International and Lenin’s of the Russian
Revolution.
Cracks in the Shell/Sleep Well Father Marx
Motherson
20p
Fold-out sheet. Cracks in the shell of
patriarchal world-view plus pro-feminist selec
tion of pro-patriarchal quotations from Marx
and Engels.
A Critique of Marxism
Dolgoff
75p
Veteran anarcho-syndicalist Sam Dolgoff uses
quotes from anarchist writers to illustrate errors
in Karl Marx’s ideas eg economic determinism.
Dolgoff is rejecting the idea, essential to
marxism, of progress.

Brave new World
Huxley
*
De Profundis and other Writings
Wilde
Essays and poems.
1984
Orwell
And Big Brother is still watching . . .

£1.95

The White House
Traven
Two men in Mexico in the I920’s . . .

£2.50

The Fate of Marxism
Cardan
30p
A discussion on the marxist theory of history.
A Fresh Look at Lenin
Brown
75p
About his ideas on the kind of economy, state
and party structure which he considered
appropriate for Russia, in the period before the
October revolution.

Lenin and Workers’ Control
30p
How the Communists destroyed workers’
control in Russia and replaced it by state
control.
Marxism, Freedom and the State
Bakunin
£1.00
A selection from Mikael Bakunin’s writings in
the 1870’s. The editor, K J Kenafick, author of
the now out-of-print Karl Marx and Michael
Bakunin contributes an introduction and a
biography of Bakunin.
Marxism versus Reality
Moseley
£1.00
Sets out Karl Marx’s ideas in detail and then
refutes them. Two appendices examining in
more detail the labour theory of value and the
Marxist view of contradictions.
The Poverty of Philosophy
Marx
£2.50
Marx’s reply to The Philosophy of Poverty, a
major work by the French anarchist Proudhon.
The reply is available but the original is out of
print.
The Poverty of Statism
Bukharin/Fabbri/Rocker
£2.00
Well-known Russian Communist Bukharin,
later executed by Stalin, wrote a short attack on
anarchism which is printed here with a longer
reply by Italian anarchist Fabbri. Plus two
articles by German-born anarchist Rocker, one
on workers’ councils and one on Karl Marx.

Towards a Free Society
Martin
50p
No one knows who Charles Martin is (or was).
Here he says that Marxism is an aberration
from and degradation of socialism.
Workers Councils: the Task
Workers Councils: the Fight
Pannekoek
• 50p each
Parts one and two of the Dutch council
communist’s major work.

NOVELS
Animal Farm
Orwell
The classic story about corruption.

£1.10

£1.00
£1.75

£1.95

To the Honourable Miss S . . . and Other
Stories
Traven
£4.00

GENERAL:
ANARCHISM
Against His-story, Against Leviathan!
Perlman
£4.95
An essay, impossible to describe.
The Age of Plenty
Schumacher
60p

Changing the Cogs
Martin
£1.00
Activists and the politics of technology.
The Collective Experience
£1.50
Articles and poems about communal living.
Evolution and Revolution
Reclus
35p
An essay describing the split in humanity
between those who want to maintain poverty
for some and those who want comfort for all.
Fascism and How to Fight it
Kane
30p
Fascism, Anti-Fascism
Barrot
75p
Homes or Hovels
Woodcock
20p
The housing problem and its solution. Printed
in 1944.

The Impossibilities of Social Democracy
Richards
£1.00
A collection of 30 articles examining the
socialism practised by the Labour Party and
trade unions in Britain.
The Irrational in Politics
Brinton
£1.50
An early essay on sexual politics.
The Labour Party Illusion
Weiner
lOp
The Little Red Schoolbook
50p
Used to be banned in Britain, but rather
harmless today.
Modern Capitalism and Revolution
Cardan
£1.50
The Natural Society
Hunt
40p
A new model on human behaviour, based on
the Law of Least Effort.
Nationalism and Culture
Rocker
614pp(hardback) £15.00
An established work of modern social criticism.
Organisational Platform of the Libertarian
Communists
20p
Pedagogy of the Oppressed
Freire
On education and beyond.

£1.75

Region I
Spence
25p
An examination of the State’s plans for
repression in the north-east.
Socialism and Parliament
Aldred
50p
Government by labour.
The Soul of Man under Socialism
Wilde
£1.75
Squatters Handbook
25p

The State
Oppenheimer
Sociological analysis of the State.

£4.00

Stefano Delie Chiaie
Christie
£4.50
Neo-fascist terrorism in Italy. “The history of
Delle Chiaie is the history of nazism in our
world today”.
Wandering of Humanity
Camatte
90p
An argument that the revolution as a project to
re-establish community has been necessary ever
since the ancient communities were destroyed.

GENE R A L
O T H E R S
The Anarchist Moment

Clark
£7.95
Reflections on culture, nature and power.
Anarchist Review no 5
£2.00
Published by Cienfuegos.

Anarcho-syndicalism, Racism and Struggle
South London DAM
15p
Anarchy Comix no 1
£1.10
Anarchy Comix no 2
£1.10
Anarchy Comix no 3
£1.75
International anarchy, printed in USA, that’s
I why they are so expensive.
. An Appeal to the Young
Kropotin
15p
Community, Anarchy and Liberty
Taylor
£6.50
Can social order be maintained in a stateless
society? Is anarchy viable?
The Continuing Appeal of Nationalism
Perlman
£1.95
Earlier published in “Fifth Estate”.
Cry Anarchy!
McLay
50p
Poems on anarchism and Glasgow life.
The Education of Desire
Harper
£4.95
The anarchist graphics of Clifford Harper.
God and the State
Bakunin
£3.50
Bakunin didn’t like either of them.

The God Pestilence
Most

35p

Housing — an Anarchist Approach
Ward
£2.25
An anarchist perspective on the housing scene
in Britain over the last thirty years.
*
Housing is Theft Housing is Freedom
Ward
£1.00
First given as a talk to the Nottingham
Anarchist Group in November ’83.
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International
Movement
Meltzer

Revolutionary

Solidarity

£1.35

Journey Through Utopia
Berneri
£2.95
Anarchist view of utopian writings.
Law and Anarchism
Holterman/Maarseveen
£7.95
Articles from a seminar in the Netherlands
1979.
The Modern State
Harrison
£7.95
An anarchist analysis.
Mutual Aid
Kropotkin
£6.95
Classic work attacking social Darwinism.
On Law
Goodwin
lOp

People Without Government
Barclay
£3.75
An anthropology of anarchism seeking to show
what anarchy has been like in practice.
Red Emma Speaks
Goldman
£3.95
Selected speeches and writings on subjects
including syndicalism, prostitution, violence
and Christianity.
Social Anarchism
Baidelli
£3.30

“. . . one man’s visiori of an anarchist society
based on ethical values . . .”
Three Essays on Anarchism
Wilson
75p
By one of the best known of a group of
middleclass intellectuals, who played a signifi
cant role in the emergence of the British
anarchist movement of the 1880’s.
Towards a Fresh Revolution
75p
Friends of Durruti Group
First published in 1938.
Utopia
£1.00
Ward
What would your ideal place be like?

USA; 72; Strike City, USA; 76. 1984; 86.
Fishermen; 87. Penal System; 88 Wasteland
culture; 91. Artists; 107. Goodman on
education; 108. GEC-AEI takeover; 109.
Russell; 110. Tim Daly; 111. Anarchism,
freedom, power; 112. Southern Africa; 113.
Women in prison; 114. Goldman, Berkman;
115. Students’ community action; 116. Choms
ky on anarchism; 117. Conurb and country;
118. Work.

ANARCH Y
M A G A Z I N E

Angry (20p), Anarcha-Feminist Magazine
(75p), Anarchist Times (20p), Affinity (40p),
Alive and Kicking (25p), Black Flag (40p),
Crowbar (25p), Class War (30p), Cambridge
Syndicalist (5p), Echanges et Mouvement
(20p), Freedom (45p), Fifth Estate (75p),
Green Anarchist (40p), Here & Now (50p),
Insurrection (50p), I.R.L. (50p), Industrial
Worker (25p), Match! (£1.20), Open Road
(75p), Processed World (75p), Peace News
(45p), Stuff it! (30p), Solidarity (60p), Sheffield
Anarchist (20p), Socialist Opportunitist (15p),
Tear it Down (35p), Timperly Village Anarch
ist (20p), Virus (15p), Workers Solidarity
(20p), Workers Playtime (40p).

lOp each
1. Sex-and-Violence; 20. Non-violence; 21.
Secondary modern; 35. Housing; 40. Unions;
41. Land; 42. India; 43. Parents and teachers;
44. Transport; 45. The Greeks; 46. Anarchism
and historians; 49. Automation; 50. Anarchist
outlook; 52. Limits of pacifism; 53. After
school; 54. Buber, Landauer, Muhsam; 55.
Mutual aid; 57. Law; 58. Stateless societies; 59.
White problem; 63. Voluntary servitude; 64.
Misspent youth; 65. Derevolutionisation; 67.

MAG AZINES

Out of Print Books Wanted and/or
Offered

For the moment this listing is free,
but quite likely we'll start charging
for it if there's sufficient interest.

Wanted
Kingdom of Rags
John Olday
Published by Jarrolds 1939

Michael Bakunin and Karl Marx
K J Kenafick
Published in Melbourne in 1950?
Since I'm not working I can't offer
much. How about £5 for each
book? Write to:
Mo
c/o Phoenix Press
84b Whitechapel High Street
London E1 7QX
■*■*!■•»■■*■■■■■■■■■——————

RECORDS AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER FROM

Housmans________
5 Caledonian Road, London Nl 9DX tel 01837 4473

SINGLES 7”
CRASS: SHEEP FARMING IN
THE FALKLANDS........................ 80p
CRASS: HOW DOES IT FEEL............. 75p
CRASS: YOU'RE ALREADY DEAD.... 90p
DIRT: THE NEAREST DOOR.............. 90p
DIRT: OBJECT REFUSE
REJECT ABUSE........................... 80p
FLUX OF PINK INDIANS:
NEU SMELL.................................. 75p
FLUX OF PINK INDIANS:
TAKING A LIBERTY...................£1.50
MOB: NO DOVES FLY HERE............ 80p
OMEGATRIBE: ANGRY SONGS..... 80p
RUDIMENTARY PENI: FARCE.......... 80p
SLEEPING DOGS: BEWARE.............. 80p
CAPTAIN SENSIBLE: THIS IS
YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING...... 85p
SNIPERS: THREE PEACE SUITE...... 75p
ZOUNDS: CAN'T CHEAT KARMA.... 75p

LP’S
SINGLES 12”
ALTERNATIVE: IF THEY
TREAT YOU LIKE SHIT........... £4.00
CRASS: FEEDING OF THE 5000.... £2.00
CRASS: STATIONS OF
THE CRASS............................... £3.00
CRASS: PENIS ENVY....................... £2.25
CRASS: CHRIST: THE ALBUM...... £5.00
CRASS: YES, SIR I WILL..................£2.75
LIBERTINE/RIMBAUD:
ACTS OF LOVE......................... £5.00

ALTERNATIVE: IN NOMINE PATRI ,.80p
ANDY T: WEARY OF THE FLESH..... 75p
ANTHRAX: CAPITALISM IS
CANNIBALISM............................ 80p
ANNIE ANXIETY: BARBED WIRE
HALO............................................ 75p
CONFLICT: THE HOUSE THAT
MAN BUILT............................. 80p
CONFLICT: TO A NATION OF
ANIMAL LOVERS.................... £1.00
CONFLICT: LIVE AT CENTRO
IBERICO....................................... 99p
CONFLICT: THE SERENADE
IS DEAD....................................... 99p
CONFLICT: THIS IS NOT ENOUGH .. 49p
CRASS: REALITY ASYLUM............... 45p
CRASS: NAGASAKI NIGHTMARE.... 70p
CRASS: WHO DUNNIT...................... 75p
Postage and Packing:
1-3 @ 70p, 4 @ 80p, 5
£1.15, 8+ @ £1.65.
» \

FLUX OF PINK INDIANS:
STRIVE TO SURVIVE.............. £3.00
HITPARADE: PLASTIC CULTURE . £1.75
BULLSHIT DETECTOR VOL 1......... £1.35
BULLSHIT DETECTOR VOL 2......... £2.50
BULLSHIT DETECTOR VOL 3......... £3.25
CONFLICT: INCREASE THE
PRESSURE............................... £3.75
DANBERT NOBACON:
THE UNFAIRY TALE................. £3.00
POISON GIRLS: SONGS OF
PRAISE...................................... £4.49
Postage and Packing:
1 @ £1.00, 2 @ £1.60, 3+ @ £2.00..

If you are in London why not visit us — we stock many more records
than listed in our basement.
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